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HAROLD PINTER’S EARLY BBC ROLES: BETWEEN TRADITION AND INNOVATION

William Davies

Using previously undocumented files from the BBC’s Written Archives Centre, this article accounts for Harold Pinter’s roles in BBC radio and television productions through the 1950s. The article fills the gaps in Pinter’s history with the BBC by detailing these archival records. It also examines the reception of these productions and situates them both in Pinter’s career and the history of the BBC. Along the way, this article argues that Pinter’s BBC work provides a way in to exploring the different evolutionary histories of BBC radio and television as they competed with one another for audience attention and management support.

Before he found fame with plays like The Caretaker (1960) and The Homecoming (1964), Harold Pinter spent most of the 1950s as a jobbing actor. The importance of Pinter’s early theatre roles for his writing career is well known, particularly through Michael Billington’s work mapping Pinter’s years as a repertory company actor. Until recently, the significance of the BBC during this time, both as another source of early acting roles and as an institution that nurtured Pinter creatively and as a performer, has been comparatively neglected. In 2020, the ‘Harold Pinter’s Transmedial Histories’ special issue of this journal, edited by Jonathan Bignell, Amanda Wrigley and me, brought together a series of articles examining aspects of Pinter’s career in radio, television and film, including his writing and later acting for the BBC. The present article complements this work by focussing in on Pinter’s so far undocumented BBC acting roles during that formative 1950s period. This article and the special issue that preceded it are outcomes of the Arts and Humanities Research Council UK project, ‘Pinter Histories & Legacies’ (2017–2021), the core of which is a comprehensive production database rooted in archival research, including that of collections held by the BBC.
The documents in Pinter’s ‘Artist File’ at the BBC Written Archives Centre (WAC) in Caversham, UK, are typical of the ‘Artist File’ holdings broadly, gathering BBC materials related to a particular artist in sequentially numbered and dated folders. Materials include originals and copies of scripts, administrative documents such as contracts and production schedules, correspondence between an artist and BBC staff, audience response surveys, internal memos among BBC staff, and other similar items. In Pinter’s case, these files cover his entire career working with the BBC, from early roles through to commissioned works, interviews and special interest pieces.

Files from the 1950s provide a compelling picture of the playwright as a young actor. They reveal what Billington terms the ‘letter-writing campaign’ Pinter undertook in July 1950 to BBC radio staff requesting introductions and interviews, for example, showing his determination to perform professionally. The responses Pinter was sent, when he received them at all, demonstrate the difficulties new actors faced. Frank Hauser’s reply, addressed to ‘Mr Puiter’, is representative of many more: ‘I am afraid that at the moment I have so many artists on my books for whom I have been unable to find parts that there would really not be much use your coming to see me’. Pinter did secure a few roles, though, including Abergavenny in R. D. Smith’s version of *Henry VIII*, broadcast on the Third Programme on 14 January 1951, and voice work for ‘Focus on Football Pools’. He also attended a features audition on 26 January 1951 in which staff judged him ‘produceble’ and ‘fair’ but ‘not attractive’ and with ‘not much attack’. Despite this unsteady start, however, Pinter gradually gained more work and obtained contacts at the BBC that would prove invaluable in his career.

So far, accounts of Pinter’s early BBC acting have drawn from the career-spanning records in Pinter’s ‘Artist File’ held in the BBC WAC’s radio collection (RCONT). Alongside his creative work and interviews with the BBC, these files document Pinter’s roles for the radio features and drama departments. However, some radio roles evidenced by these files have not been accounted for in previous scholarship. More importantly, a separate, previously undocumented artist file dedicated to Pinter’s BBC television work (TVART) shows that he also secured minor television roles through the 1950s. The following article fills the gaps in Pinter’s history with the BBC by detailing these archival records. It also examines the reception of the productions discussed here and situates them both in Pinter’s career and the history of the BBC. Along the way, this article argues that Pinter’s BBC work provides a way in to exploring the different evolutionary histories of BBC radio and television as they competed with one another for audience attention and management support.

**First BBC audition, 1949–50**

The numerous letters Pinter wrote to BBC drama staffers cited in previous accounts of his early acting career all come from July 1950 and are the earliest entries in the RCONT file. The assumption has therefore been that these mark the start of his relationship with the BBC. However, the TVART file contains a
letter from 12 December 1949, sent to BBC Television by Pinter from his family home on Thistlewaite Road in Hackney. Headed ‘Dear Sir’, the letter is formal and functional: he notes his Royal Academy of Dramatic Art (RADA) training, gives his height, notes the inclusion of a rather pale photograph, and asks for an audition.

He did not have to wait long. On 22 December, Pinter received the following:

Dear Mr. Pinter,

TELEVISION

We thank you for your letter of the 12th instant but regret that owing to the large number of applications received we are unable to offer you an interview with Miss Doreen Dixon at present.

We have, however, added your name to our waiting list and shall hope to contact you by telegram as soon as possible in the New Year.

Yours faithfully,

Mary C. Forbes.

Television Auditions.

This letter is a reply format Pinter soon became familiar with. However, while it took six months to secure an audition in front of radio staff after he wrote to them, the television department were true to their word: he received confirmation for ‘a telephone conversation and appointment for interview with Miss Doreen Dixon, at 11.40 am on Tuesday 24th January, 1950’. An audition followed on 7 February. The report was mixed:

HAROLD PINTER

Height: 5ft. 11ins.
Build: Broad.
Colourings: Dark.
Age range: 20–24 (19)

Accents & Dialects
Irish.

EXPERIENCE

Stage
R.A.D.A 1 year
Boston 2 1/2 months. Frank Deniss.
Chesterfield 4 months. Hubert Prentice.
“Q” – Much Ado – Claudio.

AUDITION. 7TH FEBRUARY, 1950.

Deep voice. Very nervous.

Playboy of the Western World Irish good. With plenty of attack & variety of pace.

Family Reunion. Not a straight juvenile.

Pinter received a follow-up letter on 8 February, thanking him for his audition and confirming that he passed: ‘your name and particulars have been carefully noted in our casting files to which we constantly refer when artists are required for Television Drama Productions.’ Though he was added to the casting pool, it is clear the auditioning panel were unsure of Pinter. The report emphasises his inexperience and that he was most comfortable, or at least best received, performing Synge. The most significant sign of Pinter’s inexperience is the inconsistency between his television audition performance and his radio audition later in the year. For television, he had ‘plenty of attack’ – for radio, not enough. Pinter’s physicality likely helped with his television audition, while for radio, he had just his voice to offer. Only time and experience would help him learn what each medium required of an actor, just as he would discover in his creative writing.

After the audition, Pinter wrote a ‘thank you’ note to Forbes and Dixon. He then followed up on 25 February with another ‘Dear Sir’ letter to the BBC television department referencing Dixon and his audition. No response is recorded. Pinter tried writing to the producer Ian Atkins directly on 1 March, to which he received another secretarial reply regretting the lack of available opportunities in television. He did not try again with the BBC for three months. It is at this point that he turned his attention to radio.

Expanding the CV, 1951–1959

Pinter secured his first roles with the BBC through R. D. Smith, who gave him names to contact. Accounts of Pinter’s early roles include his voiceovers on ‘Focus on Football Pools’ (19 September 1950) and ‘Focus on Libraries’ (1 October 1950) for Smith and ‘Dickens Goes to Yorkshire’ (14 March 1951, BBC North Service, about Dickens’ experiences among the working class in Yorkshire) and ‘Mr Punch Passes By’ (25 April 1951, described as a ‘feature on history and manners of Mr Punch’) for Dennis Mitchell on the Northern Service. The radio artist files on Pinter at the BBC WAC show that he was also cast for an unspecified role in R. C. Scriven’s radio play ‘One Man’s City – Leeds’, produced by Frederick Bradnum for the Northern Service on 28 March 1951. Three years went by before Pinter took up more roles with the BBC, by which point he had taken the stage name David Baron. In March 1954, he was part of the radio production Operation Leopard. The following month, he moved into television, as he had hoped for back in 1949.
Operation Leopard, March 1954

Pinter began January 1954 with another letter campaign, writing to various radio and television drama department staff including Harold Clayton, Peter Watts, Dennis Vance, Kevin Sheldon, Alvin Rakoff and Julian Amyes. He also continued his correspondence with R. D. Smith. Peter Watts saw him for an interview, though it did not lead to immediate work.17 In February 1954, however, Pinter was cast for three parts in the Wednesday Matinée radio production of Leslie Harcourt’s Operation Leopard, to be broadcast the following month. Bradnum, who worked with Pinter on the Scriven script, was attached as producer. Pinter was given the roles of Harry, Member of Parliament and Orderly Room Clerk – doubling was common in the Wednesday plays due to financial restraints on the programming.18 The play is a satirical comedy that sees one Hans Müller trying to arrange for two leopards to join his travelling menagerie. He orders them from Jenkins Animal Supplies, run by the somewhat bewildered Harry and Jack, played by Pinter and Michael Bates respectively. Müller soon complains that he has not received the animals in time for his trip to South America, so they are promptly redirected to Birkenhead RAF station to meet him before he leaves, Müller misses the leopards again, so the RAF staff decide to house them. The leopards overwhelm the RAF, breeding non-stop for twelve years until they occupy every RAF station in Britain. A debate involving Pinter’s Member of Parliament sees disgruntled ministers confront the air force over meat rationing as the country tries to feed both the leopards and the public. Eventually, the leopards are shipped to West Africa, supposedly to return them to their native habitat. Two are left behind, though, threatening to begin the whole farce again.19

Harcourt was a regular writer for the BBC in the mid-century and enjoyed a productive working relationship with various drama department staff members including Barbara Bray, who would later work with Pinter in various capacities.20 Harcourt wrote Operation Leopard in 1952 and submitted it to the BBC in the autumn. He did not receive reader reports until March 1953, but they were positive, and he was accommodating with edits. Cynthia Pughe deemed the play ‘a wild piece of nonsense’ and recommended it for broadcast, though a year went by before Bradnum was attached to the production.21 The play was broadcast on the Home Service on 10 March 1954. According to the BBC’s fee and schedule form, Pinter received six guineas for his work plus payments for repeats. On 20 March, Harcourt wrote Bray to say he was pleased with the broadcast, calling the acting and production ‘just right’.22 Audience reactions were positive too, as confirmed in a letter to Harcourt (mistakenly sent to ‘Mrs Leslie Harcourt’) from Anthony Brown’s secretary which cited ‘the many letters received’ from ‘listeners who had enjoyed’ the play.23

Caesar’s Friend, April 1954

Pinter’s mass correspondence to the BBC also paid off when Julian Amyes hired him as an uncredited extra to head-up crowd scenes for a television production of Caesar’s Friend in the Sunday Night Theatre series, broadcast live on 11 April and rebroadcast
four days later. A play by Campbell Dixon and Dermot Morrah first staged in Westminster in 1933, *Caesar’s Friend* is a modern language retelling of the Passion from Pontius Pilate’s perspective. Amyes’ version was a live studio production in the mould of those made for the BBC by George More O’Farrall in 1939 and 1947 and by Owen Reed in 1950 and 1951, which all shared various cast members. Amyes’s 1954 production involved a new cast, including Donald Pleasence, as the character Gamaliel, with whom Pinter’s career would ‘decisively […] intersect’. Pleasence’s breakout role was in Pinter’s *The Caretaker* as Davies in the play’s first performances in 1960, directed by the BBC’s Donald McWhinnie. Pleasence reprised the role in Clive Donner’s 1963 film adaptation of the play.

A tried-and-tested favourite of BBC television, *Caesar’s Friend*’s popularity – or at least its repeatability – likely came from its modern twist on the Christian tale. As Peter Black wrote in his ‘Teleview’ review for *The Daily Mail*, the play was a conventional choice for the ‘strong tradition’ of an Easter teleplay which featured ‘a narration of the events leading up to the Crucifixion told in modern language but in the dress of the period.’ Though he queried the dramatic effects of modern diction for the narrative, Black called the play ‘very well handled’ by Amyes and producer Ian Atkins. He also commended the ‘especially vivid crowd scenes’ – the closest Pinter would get to a namecheck for his BBC work for some time.

The familiarity of the play (and the convention of a Passion play at Easter) likely appealed to BBC management figures at the time, chief among them Val Gielgud. Gielgud championed television as a medium worth experimenting with technically but held predominantly conservative tastes when it came to content – he preferred classic texts and historical dramas, and broadly saw television as a format that should be closer to radio than to film. Gielgud would later clash with Martin Esslin over the popularity of playwrights like Pinter and Samuel Beckett once Esslin was in post as Head of Radio Drama. Gielgud saw radio as the space for artistic experimentation, not television. He declared he hated the style of theatre Pinter and Beckett represented and thought the majority of the BBC’s audience felt the same. Such tensions illuminate the wider context in which Pinter was trying to find work. While Pinter’s tastes and, later, his own texts were most suited to the Third Programme’s avant-garde leanings, the Home and Light Service’s more traditional theatrical programming provided the roles. Pinter’s work as an extra in crowd scenes indicates the scale these productions operated on compared to the sparse dramas and small casts that writers like Pinter and Beckett favoured.

Pinter referenced his part in *Caesar’s Friend* in a series of letters he wrote to BBC staff in May and June 1954, including Amyes, who required several letters before replying. Amyes wrote a brief note to Pinter on 9 September, a month after Pinter’s last letter, with the promise of further help: ‘I remember you very well from “Caesar’s Friend”, and I won’t forget you if a suitable part turns up’.

**Ninety Sail, October 1954**

Pinter did not have to wait long for another role after writing to Amyes. In October 1954, he was given the part of First Official in Harold Clayton’s *Ninety
Sail television production and hired to double ‘if required’. The contract and rehearsal schedule show that Pinter was paid twenty-six guineas for the role with rehearsals between 11 and 16 October and live broadcasts on 17 and 21 October. Whether Amyes helped Pinter with the role or Clayton had followed up on Pinter’s letter from 8 January 1954 is unclear. Importantly, though, it was his first credited television role.

Another historical retelling for the Sunday Night Theatre series, Ninety Sail is W. P. Lipscomb’s adaptation of Arthur Bryant’s three-volume life of Samuel Pepys (1933). The Radio Times advertised the production as a relatively straightforward historical drama: ‘The action of the play takes place in the Palace of Charles II; a wharf-side; the Navy Office; the Tower of London; the House of Commons; and the deck of the Royal Charles Time, 1670.’ The Radio Times also featured a short article by Lipscomb detailing how Bryant’s book, and so his play, attempted to give more rounded pictures of King Charles II and Pepys beyond the familiar ‘spaniels, women, or diaries’. Like Caesar’s Friend, Ninety Sail was traditional period-drama theatre programming that suited more conservative television tastes. It was also tried-and-tested material – a previous version, titled Thank You, Mr Pepys, had been successfully broadcast in 1938 with Lipscombe in the role of King Charles. The new production was reasonably well-received. The Manchester Guardian’s Radio Critic commended the choice of source material – ‘[the production] was based upon Arthur Bryant’s life of Pepys and so we were spared the arch (and boring) Pepys of popular comedy’ – and deemed the piece ‘rousing’, ‘good, straight stuff’ that was ‘well acted’. Kenneth Harris at The Observer called it ‘good value’ and complimented Reginald Tate’s depiction of Charles II. Ninety Sail was also a contender for ‘Best Play’ in The Daily Mail’s ‘National Radio and Television Awards’.

Pinter once again diligently followed up the production with a ‘thank you’ letter. He wrote to Clayton that it was both pleasant and instructive to work with him and asked that he be remembered for future roles. Pinter was juggling theatre rep work and other menial jobs to make a living while he solicited BBC staff for parts, but he always made time to thank those who gave him parts, often noting that he valued the technical experience. The BBC files show that he made a handful of phone appointments at the end of the year, but his rep commitments took him away from London regularly, limiting his availability for face-to-face meetings if they did arise. A month after his Ninety Sail appearance, though, Pinter secured another job as an extra, this time in The Three Musketeers, directed by Rex Tucker, later famed for his role in the genesis of Doctor Who.

The Three Musketeers, November 1954

Tucker’s The Three Musketeers was a six-part television adaptation by Felix Felton and Susan Ashman of Alexandre Dumas’ 1844 classic novel, broadcast weekly from 24 November to 29 December, twice a day, first in the 5 pm ‘Children’s Hour’ slot and then again at 7.45 pm. Pinter was paid £3 ‘to take part in filming as requested by producer’ in ‘sequences to be used as an integral part’ of the
production, as the fee and rehearsal form puts it. These sequences were made by
the BBC Television Film Unit and incorporated into the live productions. How
much Pinter appeared on screen is unknown since the episodes are lost – a letter
from Pinter to Tucker suggests he took part in only one episode. He asked to be
remembered for the other episodes, but his rep work in Huddersfield kept him
busy until 20 December, limiting his availability.

Reviews of the production were middling. The Times praised Tucker’s use of
the source material. 38 The Daily Telegraph thought it captured ‘the spirit of Dumas’
but was one of those ‘difficult productions that combine film and studio scenes.’ 39
The Manchester Guardian’s Radio Critic called it ‘innocuous’ with ‘no suspicion
that the BBC could be trying to educate, harm, or alarm us.’ 40 Peter Black was more
scathing, chiefly about the choice to pitch the series to both children and adults.
He also thought the film sequences, which Pinter participated in, ‘wasted’, though
the ‘sword fights were good’ overall. 41 The play was received in a similar vein as
Caesar’s Friend and Ninety Sail: reliable, fairly harmless conservative programming
favoured by Gielgud and other BBC managers, though it clearly missed the mark
in its attempt to blend live and filmed footage, a still evolving innovation.

It seems Pinter’s luck with the BBC ran out at the end of 1954. In 1955 he
wrote to Smith, Amyes and others he worked or met with before, but to no avail.
It was a difficult period for the BBC itself at the time, with ongoing debates over
the license fee and the launch of ITV following the Television Act in 1954. The
pressure was indirect at first. ITV’s initial programming focussed on broadcasts
that could bring in advertising revenue, particularly American-made action series
and British game shows. 42 With ITV perceived as down-market, the BBC fulfilled
its remit as the nation’s license fee funded broadcaster with more ‘serious’ pro-
gramming, particularly historical and classical texts. In his run of Ninety Sail,
Caesar’s Friend and The Three Musketeers in 1954, Pinter benefitted from the percep-
tion that the BBC had near enough a duty to broadcast historical dramas. As
Jonathan Bignell and I have documented, Pinter would later become integral to
ITV’s attempt to upscale its cultural standing following criticism of its ‘low-brow’
programming in the government’s Pilkington Report in 1962. 43 While the BBC
went on to become Pinter’s partner in radio productions of his work, ITV was the
first to broadcast television versions of his plays in its Play of the Week series, start-
ing with The Birthday Party in 1960. Though the BBC retained the monopoly on
radio drama, ITV could compete with the Corporation through its teleplays, mix-
ing classic plays and challenging new dramas with the so-called ‘low-brow’ pro-
grammes the Pilkington Report critiqued. Rather than move entirely ‘upmarket’,
ITV’s response was to blend its programming to broaden its appeal, keeping its
shareholders happy while also fulfilling its own remit as a public service broad-
caster that was to cater to all tastes.44

Both the RCONT and TVART files suggest a gap of correspondence and BBC
work for Pinter between February 1955 and February 1958. The intervening years
were busy professionally and personally for Pinter, however: monthly stage work
in 1955 and regular performances in the following years; his marriage to Vivien
Merchant and writing of The Room in 1956; The Room’s staging in Bristol and the
composition of The Birthday Party and The Dumb Waiter in 1957. 45 In January 1958,
Merchant gave birth to the couple’s son, Daniel, and the family moved to Chiswick High Road in London. 

Professionally, 1958 was one of the defining years of Pinter’s career. Most famously, it saw The Birthday Party’s first production in the April at the Arts Theatre, Cambridge, followed by performances in Oxford and Wolverhampton. In May 1958, the play premiered on the West End at the Lyric Hammersmith. Though it would go on to be one of the twentieth century’s most influential and beloved plays, it had a difficult opening. While the pre-London productions were reasonably well-received, the London production only lasted a week. Reviews were scathing and audiences left perplexed. Harold Hobson’s write-up in the Sunday Times was one bright light among it all, for which Pinter was immensely grateful.46

Pinter also resumed acting with the BBC in 1958 and, for the first time, began to receive commissions for radio pieces. Radio Drama department staff Donald McWhinnie, Barbara Bray and Michael Bakewell were enthusiastic about Pinter’s prospects as an artist, despite The Birthday Party’s difficulties, and so suggested that he try writing a radio piece.47 The play Something in Common was the result. Submitted in April 1958, it received praise from Bakewell and McWhinnie, though McWhinnie was unsure of its audience appeal, even on the Third Programme. Though the play was rejected, Bray invited Pinter to resubmit with a new piece and ‘on 27 October of the same year Pinter’s revised version of Something in Common, doubled in length and renamed A Slight Ache, was commissioned for a fee of 85 guineas.’48 At a time when The Birthday Party’s dreadful London run had seriously dispirited Pinter, this blossoming relationship with the BBC was a real boost. It also opened up a far larger audience for Pinter than theatre could.49 Various BBC drama department reviewers praised A Slight Ache for its use of the radio medium, particularly its movements between sound and silence (though it garnered the usual mixture of admiration and derision from audiences that new plays on the Third Programme often received).50 Pinter’s work as an actor and voiceover artist for the radio certainly helped him tackle the novel challenge of writing a medium specific text. Undoubtedly, the technical experience of working with sound equipment and production prepared Pinter for writing creatively with these processes in mind. More broadly, the short documentary pieces Pinter voiced required clarity of speech and pacing, both of which underpin the line deliveries in his sometimes sparse, pause-laden dramas, as does the control of pitch and tone, which Pinter learned in part from taking on multiple roles in productions like Operation Leopard. That control of the voice is critical to Pinter’s early radio work. Silence, too, is key, particularly in A Slight Ache with the mute Barnabus and the sinister, thriller-like atmosphere of unanswered questions and veiled threats that pass between Edward and Flora. Notably, the same month he finished and submitted A Slight Ache’s predecessor, Something in Common, Pinter took up his first piece of BBC acting since 1954 in a six-part radio adaptation of Arthur Conan Doyle’s mystery-thriller, The Hound of the Baskervilles. Building and maintaining tension were crucial to the drama of both productions, and, though quite different texts at source, these intimate encounters with radio in both performative and technical terms gave Pinter vital insights into the affective potential of the medium.
Still under the name David Baron, Pinter played ‘Cartwright’ in episodes two (‘Sir Henry Baskerville’) and six (‘The Final Ordeal’) of the BBC Light Programme’s *The Hound of the Baskervilles*, adapted by Felix Felton and produced by Patrick Dromgoole. Recording took place in February in Bristol, for which Pinter was paid eight guineas plus two nights’ accommodation and subsistence along with pay for repeats and overseas broadcasts. No further details of the production or correspondence are gathered in the Pinter files. However, it is worth acknowledging that the radio series was somewhat prestigious and tremendously popular. The six-part adaptation was the fourth in the multi-series *Sherlock Holmes* productions which ran from October 1952 to July 1969, starring Carleton Hobbs as Sherlock Holmes and Norman Shelley as Dr Watson. While the first three series of story adaptations aired on ‘Children’s Hour’ for the BBC Home Service, the *Baskervilles* series was the first to move to the Light Programme, where it would stay until 1962.51 The *Holmes* series were reliably popular productions with requests for Doyle’s stories often coming near or at the top of the regular ‘Request Week’ for ‘Children’s Hour’.52

*The Hound of the Baskervilles* was lauded for its technical innovations at a time when television represented the more advanced medium. L. Marsland Gander commended Dromgoole’s efforts with the hound’s audio in particular and thought the production a triumph of medium specific creativity (praise Pinter would enjoy from the BBC for his radio work, including *A Slight Ache*):

To find an entertainment peculiarly suited to sound in competition with television is becoming more and more of an elusive exercise. Full marks, therefore to the BBC for discovering “The Hound of the Baskervilles” […] The opportunities for sound effects are legion […] Patrick Dromgoole, the producer, has shown special ingenuity with the hound’s audio in particular and thought the production a triumph of medium specific creativity (praise Pinter would enjoy from the BBC for his radio work, including *A Slight Ache*):

The practical nature of audio production on the radio is similarly tangible in Pinter’s *Something in Common/A Slight Ache*, too, with sound effects like the garden path gravel and wasp buzzing requiring a mixture of innovation and precision. The 2019 *Pinter at the Pinter* staging of *A Slight Ache* by Jamie Lloyd made clear the play’s debts to Pinter’s radio experiences by using a 1950s radio production studio as the stage setting, complete with Flora (Gemma Whelan) and Edward (John Heffernan) creating the sounds live on stage as if recording for broadcast.54

The late 1950s represented a transition period for Pinter as he gained momentum with his writing. How he secured the role in *Baskervilles* is unclear, given the lack of further documentation in the BBC’s files. Pinter’s connections with the BBC on both the writing and the acting fronts were positive, though, and it may be that he was established enough as a reliable talent for traditional acting parts, particularly after his experience in more substantial stage roles that often required stern and imposing figures.55 The same is likely true of his final roles for the BBC that decade, this time on television, in *The Infamous John Friend*.
The Infamous John Friend, April–May 1959

Produced by Chloe Gibson and adapted by A. R. Rawlinson as an eight-part miniseries in the Spring of 1959, *The Infamous John Friend* is a spy tale told against the backdrop of the Napoleonic War, based on a 1909 novel of the same name by R. S. Garrett. In an article for the 3 April 1959 edition of the *Radio Times*, Rawlinson recalled that he had considered adapting Garrett’s novel in the late 1930s, but such ‘costume pictures were under a cloud’ at the time. The Second World War had brought about a renewed desire for the familiarity of historical content, however, meaning the ‘pendulum swung back again’ for costume dramas in the 1950s, as Rawlinson put it, and so he was asked by Michael Barry and Donald Wilson in the BBC drama department to suggest works on the Napoleonic period that might be adapted for television serials. With the spy film genre also growing in popularity in cinema – a movement Pinter participated in as a screenwriter with *The Quiller Memorandum* (1966) – Garrett’s historical espionage plot suited tastes at the time.

Pinter played two roles: Lord Combleigh in episodes one and two, for which he was paid thirty-nine guineas and thirty guineas respectively, and Napoleon in episode seven, for which he received thirty-seven guineas. Vivien Merchant also appeared in episode four as Land Lady. The titular role was played by William Lucas with Margaret Tyzack as Mrs North and Barry Foster as William North. Foster and Pinter were good friends who knew each other from their time at the Central School in London and repertory acting in Ireland. Foster later worked professionally in several of Pinter’s own plays, from *A Night Out* in 1960 to *Party Time* in 1992. Whether or not Foster had a hand in Pinter being hired is currently unknown but, with Merchant securing a small role as well, it is not out of the question.

The series met with mixed reviews. A ‘quaint affair’ which ‘runs along neatly enough’, wrote *The Manchester Guardian*’s Television Critic. Peter Black praised the production’s ‘naturalness and economy’. P. J. K. in *The Telegraph* called it a ‘relaxed viewing’ approach to the spy genre ‘after the teasing tension of “The Scarf” and the more harrowing thrills of Quartermass’ – a ‘pure cloak-and-dagger piece balanced between fantasy and drama.’ A review in *The Times* titled ‘Flat Start to BBC Serial’ was less positive, though Pinter seems to have offended the least in his first write-up as a BBC actor:

[S]cenes took no clear direction, and were equally vague as indications of period and character. Miss Chloe Gibson’s production flared briefly into life when the family moved down to Brighthelmston to mingle in high society. Even cramped into Miss Fanny Taylor’s cruelly small set there was a certain dash in scenes showing the bucks parading their fancy men and eyeing the passing women as if they were at a cattle market. The bland arrogance of Mr. David Baron’s Lord Combleigh and his withering employment of the quizzing glass were dramatically more to the point than Mr. William Lucas’s busy, energetic, and uninteresting performance of the preposterous hero.

Though the reception for the production was not ideal, Pinter’s roles in *The Infamous John Friend* helped support his family, allowed him to continue working
on his creative writing and kept him on the BBC’s books. While the BBC files are limited on the production, a picture of this time emerges from an unexpected place: in 2016, the *Eastbourne Herald* published the following letter from Edward Thomas, a former pupil of Pinter’s childhood school, Hackney Downs, in anticipation of an upcoming production of *The Birthday Party*:

In May 1959, while I was still at Hackney Downs School, the deputy head arranged a meeting between me and an actor called David Baron. I was told that he was an old boy of the school and that his real name was Harold Pinter. So one afternoon I duly walked somewhat nervously along to 373 Chiswick High Road, climbed the long flight of steps up to the front door and rang the bell. I heard the sound of quick footsteps getting louder down the flights of stairs. The door opened and a woman in her twenties said pleasantly that she was Mrs Pinter. In a few years she would become the renowned stage and film actress Vivien Merchant.

She took me up to the top flat into a scene less Pinteresque than could be imagined. She was feeding jelly and cream into the mouth of their toddler Daniel in his high chair. She explained that Mr Pinter would be home soon. He had gone to the BBC’s Lime Grove studios to be kitted out for a small part, Napoleon no less, in the serial *The Infamous John Friend*, starring their own good friend Barry Foster.

Not long afterwards the man arrived and Mrs Pinter pointed to a review in a theatre magazine by Harold Hobson of *The Birthday Party*. It was a year since Hobson’s first favourable review after the play’s failed premiere. Your [*the Eastbourne Herald’s*] previewer of the new production shortly to arrive in Eastbourne [Devonshire Park Theatre, April 11–13] was right about the poor houses at the Lyric Hammersmith. One evening during the short run, Pinter drifted into the circle and was questioned by a seasoned usherette. When he explained that he was the author, her face fell and she said, ‘Oh you poor thing’. Mr P sent me on my way with encouraging ideas.

Fast forward four decades. I was settled in Eastbourne and had been asked to write the history of the Devonshire Park Theatre. Initial rummage through the programmes still in store at the theatre found evidence of a production of *A Horse! A Horse!* by L du Garde Peach, presented in May 1954. David Baron was the assistant stage manager and playing a small part. I heard rumblings that it was during that week the seeds of *The Birthday Party* were sown. I wrote to Harold Pinter to check and still have his reply: ‘Thanks very much for sending me the 1954 programme. All that you have been told about my stay in Eastbourne is true. I did stay in digs where I met a couple of characters who sparked *The Birthday Party* including a man who said he was an out-of-work concert pianist. I had completely forgotten that the road was Ashford Road. I might pop down and see it again one day.’

He never did.64

Until more details about Pinter’s role in this production emerge, from BBC files or elsewhere, this letter provides the clearest picture of a family dependent
on the shifting tastes of the critics, managers and audience members of the West End and BBC alike.

**Conclusion**

While these radio and television roles do not amount to much in terms of major acting credits, these parts helped Pinter stay afloat financially, kept him in contact with the BBC and, perhaps most importantly, revealed to him the technical side of acting and producing for radio and television. Such exposure to production mechanics was crucial to his creative development. As Michael Billington writes of Pinter’s work in theatre companies, ‘the rep experience obviously bled subconsciously into his knowledge of the playwright’s craft. Pinter was to become that rare creature: a revolutionary theatrical poet with an intimate knowledge of stage mechanics.’

Though Pinter’s work in radio and television was more infrequent, he absorbed the techniques and practical elements that went into effective productions. The result was an increasingly keen ear for sound and voice in radio performances, the medium he was first hired for by the BBC. Pinter began the 1950s unsure of radio: ‘my voice sounded almost unrecognizable’, he wrote to Smith after his performance in *Henry VIII*, ‘however, I feel I am beginning to understand what is needed in microphone technique’.

By the end of the 1950s, he had written a highly commended radio piece on commission for the BBC that demonstrated a profound understanding of radio as a distinct genre requiring not just ‘microphone technique’ but a specific attention to the way language, sound and silence interact in the medium to create tension and drama.

When it came to television, Pinter’s bit parts gave him familiarity with life on a working set and the technical experience of performing in front of a camera. The emphasis on live broadcasts also demanded theatre’s precision in body movement and dialogue memorisation along with the controlled physicality necessitated by the camera: skills which he would deploy in his later acting career and which his plays would require of others. As Richard Hewett notes, Pinter’s later career in front of the camera was slight but drew from him powerful and nuanced performances that were sensitive to multi- and fixed-camera productions, from his minor but memorable role as Saul Abrahams in *Rogue Male* (1976) to his performance as Goldberg in the BBC’s adaptation of *The Birthday Party* (1987). Pinter’s successes in these productions have their roots in his exposure to film and television sets in the 1950s.

Above all, however, these small, early parts show the vital role the BBC played in cultivating Pinter from a young, ambitious but awkward actor and struggling writer into a world-leading playwright and celebrated performer. The BBC was divided between progressives and traditionalists in the 1950s. Yet, it also had a culture of generosity where possible, whether it was Doreen Dixon’s willingness to give Pinter his first audition, R. D. Smith’s ear for voice talent or Donald McWhinnie’s eagerness to see Pinter patronised. The BBC’s commitment in the 1950s to broadcasting filmed theatrical productions also made it a vital part of...
British theatre’s cultural life, allowing even minor actors like Pinter to appear to audiences across the country.

Pinter’s correspondence campaigns and habit of courteous, prompt follow-up letters following productions and meetings show that he saw the BBC as crucial to his career as an actor and, subsequently, as a writer. While his writing for theatre struggled to find its audience, despite the support of figures like Harold Hobson, the BBC gave Pinter both acting roles and commissioned writing work, welcoming him first through the extras lists and then through the recognition of talent by a small handful of staffers. His early commissioned work for the BBC baffled and delighted audiences in equal measure, but it was in line with the experimental drama the Third Programme championed. Soon after, Pinter’s reputation became intertwined with the fluctuating opinions over the Third Programme’s cultural agenda among BBC management and in Britain more broadly. As live theatre broadcasting became a battleground with ITV in the late 1950s and into the 1960s, Pinter’s work became a valuable commodity in sustaining cultural legitimacy in Britain. His radio work was a jewel in the BBC’s crown through his commissioned dramas and collaborative ventures with figures like McWhinnie, Bray and Esslin. Yet ITV enjoyed for several years a monopoly on television broadcasts of his plays before the BBC followed suit. Just as Pinter had to adapt as a performer and writer, so the BBC had to adapt to shifting tastes, financial obligations and technological innovations as it continued its mission as the nation’s broadcaster. While Pinter was at best an extra to the BBC’s changing fortunes in the 1950s, from the 1960s onwards, just as the Corporation had enabled him to begin his career, he became integral to the BBC’s cultural legitimacy in the second half of the twentieth century.
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